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Calculation of the effective ionization rate in air
taking into account electron detachment from

negative ions
Alise Chachereau and Sergey Pancheshnyi

ABB Corporate Research, Segelhofstrasse 1K
5405 Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland

Abstract—The effective Townsend ionization coefficient in dry
air at different pressures and temperatures is calculated taking
into account ionization by direct electron impact, attachment of
electrons to molecular oxygen, simplified negative ion kinetics
and detachment of electrons from negative ions in collisions with
heavy neutrals. Effect of electron detachment from negative ions
created by primary and secondary electron avalanches propagat-
ing in a uniform electric field in air at different pressures and
temperatures, and its contribution into the effective ionization
rate are analyzed.

Index Terms—Air, electron swarm parameters, effective ion-
ization rate, electron detachment, ion kinetics.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRON swarm parameters include the transport prop-
erties of electrons (mobility and diffusion coefficients)

and the rates of kinetic processes (typically, ionization and
attachment). In thermal plasmas, near-Maxwellian distribution
of electrons allows using relatively simple approaches for
calculation of swarm parameters (often, only transport coeffi-
cients). In non-thermal plasmas, electron energy distribution
can be strongly non-Maxwellian that often has significant
impact on electron swarm parameters. Higher values of electric
field lead usually to more pronounced discrepancy between the
two cases.

Experimentally measured electron swarm parameters are
typically only available for simple cases (room temperature,
low pressures, simple mixtures — see, for example, one of
the most complete survey of electron swarm data by Dutton
[1]) and theoretical extension of these data to more complex
cases often remains the only feasible approach. Among differ-
ent possible techniques, solving the Boltzmann equation for
the electron energy distribution with the so-called “two-term
approximation” remains the most developed and the most used
nowadays.

To explain the use of the effective ionization coefficient,
the simplest example is that of an electron avalanche. When
a uniform electric field is applied to a gas containing some
free electrons, these are accelerated and gain kinetic energy.
If the field is high enough, the electrons gain sufficient energy
between collisions to cause ionization on impact with neutral
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molecules. In this case, the number of electrons grows expo-
nentially with the distance. This is called a Townsend electron
avalanche (Figure 1, top row). The collisions between particles
can result in other elementary processes than ionization, for
instance, an electron can attach to a neutral particle and create
a negative ion. Here is the list of key elementary processes
which typically occur in a discharge:

• Elastic collision of an electron with heavy species. As a
result, the electron transfers a part of its kinetic energy
to the other colliding partner. This loss of kinetic energy
equals to 2m/M where m is the mass of the electron
and M that of the species. Since the mass ratio is at
most 10−4, the loss of energy is small. The main result
of elastic collisions is the Maxwellisation of the electron
distribution.

• Ionization: If the electron has sufficient energy when it
collides with a neutral particle, it can create a positive
ion and an additional free electron. It is possible to define
a coefficient of ionization α corresponding to the mean
number of ionization processes over the distance covered
in the direction of the electric field. α is called the first
Townsend, or ionization, coefficient.

• Excitation: During collision, an electron can also transfer
some energy to the particle by exciting it to a higher level
of energy in a collision. There are many types of exci-
tation, for instance rotational, vibrational and electronic
excitation. Molecular dissociation can also be considered
as an excitation process.

• Attachment: Electrons can also attach to a neutral par-
ticle to create negative ions. This process reduces the
number of free electrons in the gas. Similar to ionization,
a coefficient characterizing the rate of attachment η is
often used.

• Detachment: Upon collision of the negative ions with
other particles, the captured electrons can be freed again
(collisional detachment). Detachment from unstable neg-
ative ions can also occur spontaneously (autodetachment).

Since ionization and detachment increase the number of
electrons while attachment decreases it, the effective coeffi-
cient accounting for the growth of the number of electrons
Ne with distance x is the balance between these different
processes. It is common to assume that the growth of the
number of electrons is still exponential, and to introduce the
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an electron avalanche development in non-detaching (top) and detaching (bottom) gases. Corresponding electron density and
induced electric current are shown.

effective coefficient of ionization αeff :

dNe

dx
= αeffNe, (1)

Ne(x) = N0 exp(αeffx), (2)

where the effective coefficient αeff is the result of all relevant
processes.

In electropositive gases like argon and nitrogen, there is
no attachment and, therefore, the growth of the number of
electrons is only due to collisional ionization, i.e. αeff = α. In
electronegative gases, such as air, attachment and detachment
from negative ions can additionally occur. Publications (see,
for example, [2]) often take into account only collisional
ionization α and attachment of electrons to heavy neutrals η
in the following way

αeff = α− η. (3)

However, electron detachment from negative ions can also
have impact on the ionization rate. For instance, it is known
that detachment in air can be important at temperatures above
2’000 K due to the presence of atomic oxygen in the gas
[3], [4]. On the other hand, it was shown in [5] that another
mechanism of detachment from negative ions and eventual
negative ion conversion has also significant impact, especially
at elevated electric fields. Detached electrons generate delayed
secondary avalanches following the path of the first avalanche
(Figure 1, bottom row) and can contribute significantly to the
total amount of charge transferred as it has been experimen-
tally shown in [6]. Although these detachment mechanisms
are fairly well known, they are rarely taken into account
for determination of electron swarm parameters. One of the
method used, for example, in [3] describes approximately the
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rate of multiplication of electrons as

αeff = α− η

1 + νdet/νatt
, (4)

where νatt and νdet are the attachment and the detachment
frequencies, respectively. While this formula gives the correct
values in both limiting cases (νatt � νdet and νatt � νdet), its
generalization to intermediate situations remains unclear. The
aim of this work is to evaluate the influence of detachment, to
give simple directives for determining in which cases it should
be taken into account, and to develop a model to calculate
the effective ionization coefficient in dry air (simplified as
a mixture of 80% nitrogen and 20% oxygen) in a wide
pressure and temperature range. It gives a model to calculate
the effective ionization coefficient, taking into account these
two detachment mechanisms, and separate models for evalu-
ating their respective contribution. The same approach can be
applied for other gases as well, knowing detailed kinetics of
negative ions.

II. KINETICS OF CHARGED SPECIES

A. Basic model with ionization and attachment only

The main processes of ionization and attachment in cold air
are

e+ N2 ⇒ e+ e+ N+
2 (5)

e+ O2 ⇒ e+ e+ O+
2 (6)

e+ O2 ⇒ O− + O (7)
e+ O2 + M ⇒ O−

2 + M (8)

where M is any heavy species (N2 and O2, essentially).
Similarly, collisions of electrons with other species (N and
O atoms, NO molecules, etc.) leading to ionization and at-
tachment have to be included at high temperatures. Ionization
increases the number of electrons while attachment decreases
it. As a result, the number densities of electrons Ne, negative
ions Nn and positive ions Np obey the following system of
balance equations

dNe

dx
= αNe − ηNe (9)

dNn

dx
= ηNe (10)

dNp

dx
= αNe (11)

where α is the ionization coefficient and η is the attachment
coefficient. These equations are not coupled, so the solution
for the number density of electrons can be expressed in
exponential form (2) with the effective ionization coefficient
(3).

In the present work, an approach is developed for calculat-
ing electron swarm parameters using the solver BOLSIG+,
coupled with the package Cantera for calculating the gas
composition at chemical equilibrium. An interface written in
Python language is used for the coupling of the two solvers.
The gas composition at given pressure and temperature is
determined with Cantera and sent to BOLSIG+, which returns
the electron swarm parameters α, η, ve, etc. in required text

and graphical formats (see Figure 2). Since the detachment
processes will be considered in following sections separately
from ionization and attachment, the influence of detachment
on the electron energy distribution is considered, although it
might change the final result. Meanwhile, significant uncer-
tainty in kinetic processes and corresponding reaction rates
can have a more important impact on the overall accuracy of
the model.

B. Calculation of swarm parameters using Boltzmann solver

There are a few solvers of Boltzmann equation available
commercially or distributed as freeware. BOLSIG+ software
[7], being a significantly improved successor of BOLSIG
package [8], was developed to obtain the electron transport
coefficients and collision rate coefficients from scattering cross
section data for electrons in weakly ionized gases in uniform
electric fields, conditions which typically appear in the bulk of
collisional low-temperature plasmas. Nowadays, the solver is
available as a standalone Windows application [9], as online
solver at LXCAT project [10] and pre-compiled library in
ZDPLASKIN package [11] (used in this work).

Electron collisions with chemical species involved in the
processes are characterized by scattering cross sections, which
correspond to the probability to collide with these particles.
The effective cross section of a species can only be experimen-
tally determined or calculated from first principals for simple
atoms (see [12]–[14] and references therein for details).

The LXCAT project [10], [15] offers probably the most
comprehensive collection of complete sets of cross sections
for electron scattering with neutral atoms and molecules from
ground state to some hundreds of eV and higher. Complete sets
of cross sections, consisting of elastic momentum transfer and
total cross sections for the processes of ionization, attachment
and excitation, are needed as input to a Boltzmann equation
solver to determine the electron or ion energy distribution
function. The data used in this work was retrieved from Phelps
[16] and SIGLO [17] databases.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the reduced ion-
ization coefficient α/N and the effective reduced ionization
coefficient (α − η)/N as functions of reduced electric field
E/N at 300 K. The cut-off in the curve (α−η)/N corresponds
to the critical field (approximately 120 Td in this case). Note,
the reduced electric field E/N , i.e. the electric field E over the
gas density N , is mostly used in this work. The corresponding
unit is Td (1 Td = 10−17 V cm2) as commonly used in plasma
community.

The electron distribution is obtained by BOLSIG+ from
the balance between electric acceleration and momentum
loss and energy loss in collisions with neutral gas particles
approximating the angular dependence of the distribution by
the classical two-term expansion. Using these assumptions,
the Boltzmann equation simplifies into a convection-diffusion
continuity equation with a non-local source term in energy
space [7].

At a sufficiently high reduced electric field, a fraction of
electrons pass to a mode of continuous acceleration (so-called
“runaway electrons), so that the two term approximation is not
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the calculations.
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Fig. 3. Gas-density reduced ionization rate α/N , attachment rate η/N and
their difference (α− η)/N as functions of the reduced electric field E/N in
air at 1 bar and 300 K.

valid. For nitrogen, the critical field where electron runaway
is possible was estimated to be about 2’000 Td [18]. At
lower reduced fields, typically below 1’000 Td, calculations
of swarm parameters in molecular gases yield generally good
agreement with measurements [19], [20].

C. Influence of gas temperature and pressure

At low temperatures, air is mainly constituted of N2 and
O2. However, at higher temperatures, dissociation of these
species leads to remarkable concentrations of other species
(O, N, NO, etc). The composition of gas can be calculated
using a thermodynamic approach in the LTE case. It consists
in minimizing the Gibbs function for the mixtures of all stable
species containing N and O atoms under given pressure and
temperature. This calculations are done here using Cantera
package, an open-source, object-oriented software package
developed by a team from California Institute of Technology
which performs chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium and
kinetics calculations [21].

Thermodynamic data are necessary for performing equilib-
rium chemistry calculations. These data typically provide the
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Fig. 4. Equilibrium composition of dry air at atmospheric pressure as a
function of gas temperature.

thermodynamic properties (enthalpy, entropy and specific heat)
of a species as a function of temperature. Cantera includes
the NASA thermodynamic database (nasa.cti file) which
is used in this work. The thermodynamic properties for most
species in the database are only suitable for gas temperatures
up to 6’000 K.

As an example, Figure 4 shows the mole fractions of the
main species in air for temperatures between 300 K and
5’000 K at atmospheric pressure.

The change in gas composition affects the swarm param-
eters, because the cross sections of the new species are
different. For example, Figure 5 shows the effective ioniza-
tion coefficient (α − η)/N for various temperatures in 300–
4’000 K range. As it follows from the Figure, the critical field
monotonously decreases when the temperature increases.

D. Collisional detachment on O atoms

At elevated temperatures the presence of atomic oxygen in
the gas leads to strong detachment from oxygen negative ions
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[3], [4]. The main processes are the following

O− + O ⇒ e+ O2 (12)
O−

2 + O ⇒ e+ O3 (13)
O−

3 + O ⇒ e+ O2 + O2 (14)

Similarly to the ionization and attachment coefficients, a de-
tachment coefficient δ can be introduced. The set of equations
determining the number densities of electrons Ne, negative
ions Nn and positive ions Np then becomes

dNe

dx
= αNe − ηNe + δNn (15)

dNn

dx
= ηNe − δNn (16)

dNp

dx
= αNe (17)

These equations are coupled, but assuming the solution to
be exponential as in (1), it is possible to get an analytical ex-
pression for the effective ionization coefficient corresponding
to this detachment mechanism

α2
eff + αeff (η − α+ δ)− δη + δ(η − α) = 0. (18)

The analytical solution for αeff is the positive root of this
second-order polynomial equation (see also [5])

αeff =
1

2

(
α− η − δ +

√
(η − α− δ)2 + 4δη

)
. (19)

We limit here the range of considered values αeff ≥ 0. Indeed,
negative values correspond to the cases of quick quenching of
avalanches and has very limited interest for this work. Note
that detachment can only compensate partially attachment, it
can not produce more electrons than there are negative ions.
Therefore the upper limit for the effective ionization coefficient
is the ionization coefficient α/N , and the lower limit is (α−
η)/N . The constant rates of reactions (12) – (14) and the
mobility of the negative ions are given in Tables I and II,
respectively. Since the ratio of constant rate to mobility is very

TABLE I
CONSTANT RATES FOR COLLISIONAL DETACHMENT ON O ATOMS IN

CM3S−1 , RETRIEVED FROM [4].

k12 1.4 × 10−10

k13 1.5 × 10−10

k14 3 × 10−10

TABLE II
ION REDUCED MOBILITY AT E/N = 100 TD IN M−1V−1S−1 ,

RETRIEVED FROM [22] (SEE ALSO [5]).

µO−N 1.2 × 1022

µO−
2
N 7.1 × 1021

µO−
3
N 7.6 × 1021
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Fig. 6. αeff/N as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 1 bar. Ionization, attachment and detachment on O
atoms is included, equation (19).

close for the three ions, the averaged detachment coefficient δ
is taken here as

δ =
k13
vO−

2

[O], (20)

where vO−
2

= µO−
2
E is the drift velocity of O−

2 ions in electric
field and [O] is the density of O atoms.

Figure 6 shows the curves of the effective ionization coef-
ficient reduced through gas density αeff/N taking into ac-
count collisional detachment on atomic oxygen, as a function
of the reduced electric field and at different temperatures.
This result shows that detachment has significant impact on
the effective ionization coefficient. It can be seen that for
temperatures above 2’000 K, the detachment compensates
almost completely attachment losses and the effective ioniza-
tion coefficient essentially equals to the ionization coefficient.
At low temperatures however, this detachment mechanism is
insignificant because there is little amount of atomic oxygen
in the gas.

E. Collisional detachment on N2 and O2 molecules

Collisions of O− and O−
2 ions with heavy species can also

cause important detachment from negative ions in N2 − O2
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mixtures, as described in [5]. The main processes are

O− + N2 ⇒ e+ N2O (21)
O−

2 + M ⇒ e+ O2 + M (22)

where O− and O−
2 negative ions are primarily created in

processes (7) and (8). Fast negative ion conversion, however,
can lead to substantial generation of O−

3 ions as well. It is
mainly produced in the following reaction

O− + O2 + M ⇒ O−
3 + M. (23)

In this detachment mechanism, O−
3 ions hardly contribute to

detachment as they did in the previously discussed mechanism.
Therefore in this case two types of negative ions are introduced
as suggested in [6]. The ions that contribute to detachment
(here O− and O−

2 ) are called unstable negative ions (un), and
the ions that do not contribute to detachment (O−

3 ) are called
stable negative ions (sn).

By introducing a detachment coefficient δ and a coefficient
of conversion into stable negative ions ω, it is possible to
rewrite the set of equations for the number densities of the
different charged species (electrons Ne, unstable negative ions
Nun, stable negative ions Nsn) and positive ions Np as

dNe

dx
= αNe − ηNe + δNun (24)

dNun

dx
= ηNe − δNun − ωNun (25)

dNsn

dx
= ωNun (26)

dNp

dx
= αNe (27)

and proceeding similarly as in the previous section, it is again
possible to get the analytical solution for αeff as the positive
root of a second order polynomial equation (see also [5])

αeff =
1

2

(
α−η−δ−ω+

√
(η − α− δ − ω)2 + 4δη

)
. (28)

The total detachment coefficient δ corresponding to reactions
(21) – (22) is

δ =
k21
vO−

[N2] +
k22
vO−

2

N, (29)

where k21 and k22 are the constant rates of reactions (21) and
(22).

In addition to introducing a detachment coefficient, this
mechanism requires to introduce the coefficient of conversion
into stable negative ions ω according to process (23):

ω =
k23
vO−

[O2]N, (30)

where k23 is the constant rate of reaction (23). As shown in
[5], the reaction rates k21 and k22 can be approximated with
an Arrhenius function

ki = k0i exp

(
−∆εi
θion

)
, (31)

where k0i is the pre-exponential factor for reaction i, ∆εi is the
activation energy of the reaction and θion is the characteristic
temperature of the ions

θion =
π

2
mionv

2
ion + Tgas, (32)

TABLE III
CONSTANT RATES AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES, RETRIEVED FROM [5].

k0i ∆εi

1.16 × 10−12 cm3s−1 0.076 eV (21)
1.22 × 10−11 cm3s−1 0.78 eV (22)
1.3 × 10−30 cm6s−1 0.16 eV (23)
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Fig. 7. αeff/N as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 1 bar. Ionization, attachment and detachment on N2

and O2 molecules is included, equation (28).

with Tgas expressed in eV . The reaction rate k23 has different
dependency according to [5]

ki = k0i exp

(
−θion

∆εi

)
. (33)

Corresponding values of k0i and ∆εi proposed in [5] are
summarized in Table III.

Figure 7 shows the effective ionization coefficient at differ-
ent temperatures taking into account the collisional detachment
on N2 and O2 molecules as a function of reduced electric field.
In the Figures, the dashed curve is the (α− η)/N difference
at 300 K representing the commonly used value for effective
ionization rate. As it follows from the Figure, this detachment
mechanism has strong influence on the effective ionization
coefficient at all temperatures.

Note that grouping O− and O−
2 ions into one unstable ion

is valid because of the fast ion conversion

O− + O2 ⇒ O−
2 + O (34)

and the decreasing rate of O−
3 ion formation (23) with in-

creasing reduced electric field (33). For low fields, E/N . 50
Td at normal conditions according to Figure 3, this assump-
tion can overestimate the rate of O−

3 production, and thus
underestimate collisional detachment, because the conversion
takes place only for O− ions in process (23) while O−

2 is the
dominant negative ion created in process (8). However, this
range of reduced fields remains below the critical field for
this detachment mechanism at low temperatures (see Figure
7) while detachment on O atoms (12-14) dominates at higher
gas temperatures. Thus, the grouping of O− and O−

2 into one
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unstable ion has a little overall impact on the accuracy of the
model.

F. Dominant detachment mechanism

The mechanisms of detachment on atomic oxygen and
with N2 and O2 molecules have certain characteristic times
respectively given by

τO =
1

k13[O]
(35)

τN2/O2
=

1

k21[N2] + k22N
(36)

where τO is a function of the gas temperature only while
τN2/O2

is a function of the temperature and the electric field.
Figure 8 shows τO and τN2/O2

as functions of the temperature.
At low temperatures, collisional detachment on N2 and O2

molecules is much faster than with atomic oxygen, so the
detachment from collisions with N2 and O2 is dominant. For
higher temperatures both mechanisms should be considered.

The interpretation of these curves allows to judge whether
or not detachment should be taken into account in a given
application. One needs to know the characteristic time and
temperature range of the application, and to place it on the
graph.

The curves delimit three regions. If the application is in
region (1) the application is so fast that detachment has no
time to happen and can be neglected. In that case the effective
ionization coefficient is simply that given by (3).

If the application is in region (2) only detachment on N2

and O2 molecules should be taken into account. In that case
the effective ionization coefficient is given by (28).

If the application is in region (3) both detachment mech-
anisms have ample time to happen and should be taken into
account. In that case the effective ionization coefficient is given
by the complete numerical model which will be presented in
the next section.

Fig. 9. Schematic of the production of the different charged species, taking
into account ionization (α), attachment (η), ion conversion (ω), detachment
from unstable (δun) and from stable negative ions (δsn).

III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

Two types of negative ions have been introduced, reflecting
the different mechanism of electron detachment from these
ions. Reactions (12), (13), (21), (22) participate to detach-
ment from unstable negative ions (δun) while process (14)
corresponds to detachment from stable negative ions (δsn).
Schematic diagram 9 represents the production ways of main
charged species. The number densities of the charged species
obey the following complete system of balance equations

dNe

dx
= αNe − ηNe + δunNun + δsnNsn (37)

dNun

dx
= ηNe − ωNun − δunNun (38)

dNsn

dx
= ωNun − δsnNsn (39)

dNp

dx
= αNe (40)

where δun is the coefficient of detachment from unstable
negative ions (O−, O−

2 ), consequently it is the sum of the
two detachment coefficients introduced previously

δun =
k13
vO−

2

[O] +
k21
vO−

[N2] +
k22
vO−

2

N (41)

and δsn is the coefficient of detachment from stable negative
ions (O−

3 ), consequently it is the coefficients of collisional
detachment on atomic oxygen only

δsn =
k13
vO−

2

[O]. (42)

A. Effective ionization coefficient
In principle, similar to previous sections, the effective

ionization coefficient is the root of a third order polynomial
equation

α3
eff + α2

eff (δun + ω + η − α)

+ αeff (δsn(ω + δun − δsn) + η(δsn + ω)− α(δun + ω))

− αδsn(ω + δun − δsn) = 0 (43)
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Fig. 10. αeff/N as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 1 bar. Numerical solution of complete set of processes
(37) – (40).
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Fig. 11. αeff/N as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 0.1 bar. Numerical solution of complete set of processes
(37) – (40).

The solution could be expressed analytically, but it is at least
as straightforward to calculate the direct numerical solution of
the set of equations (37) – (40).

Figures 10 – 12 show the numerical solution for the effective
ionization coefficient (43) taking into account both detachment
mechanisms, as a function of the reduced electric field in air
at pressures 0.1 – 10 bar at different temperatures.

B. Equivalent initial number of electrons and ions

The results presented in Figures 10 – 12 are obtained
assuming that Ne(x) has an exponential form as in formula
(2). By numerically solving the system (37) – (40) it can be
shown that this assumption is not strictly true. Typical profiles
of electron density growth obtained with numerical solution
of the complete system and the analytical approximation are
plotted in Figure 13. The slope of the numerical solution in
the Figure changes from α− η at the beginning according to
non-detaching case (3) to αeff after a certain distance xcrit.
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Fig. 12. αeff/N as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 10 bar. Numerical solution of complete set of processes
(37) – (40).

eff

Neq

N0

 Numerical solution
 Analytical approximation

ln
(N

e)

x (arb. unit)

xcrit

-

Fig. 13. Growth of the number of electrons: complete numerical solution
(37) and analytical approximation (2). xcrit is defined as the distance where
the analytical and the numerical solutions start to differ by less than 1%.

Then, the number density of electrons grows exponentially
and the use of effective ionization coefficient (2) is valid.
For shorter distances x < xcrit, such assumption can lead
to significant discrepancies (see Figure 13) and direct solution
of the complete system (37) – (40) is required.

For longer distances x > xcrit, the use of analytical form
(2) is sufficiently precise. However, the equivalent number of
initial electrons Neqiv

e to be used according to

Ne(x) = Neqiv
e exp(αeffx) (44)

can differ from the real number of initial electrons N0
e , similar

to the results presented in Figure 13. Therefore it is important
to know the critical distance since it is a limit of the validity
domain of this analytical form, and the equivalent number of
initial electrons to consider.

Based on direct solution of the set of equations (37) – (40),
the critical distance xcrit and the equivalent ratio of initial
electrons Neqiv

e /N0
e to use in the analytical form (44) were
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Fig. 14. Critical avalanche distance xcrit for different temperatures in air at
1 bar.
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Fig. 15. Equivalent ratio of initial electrons to use in the analytical form (44),
corresponding to initial electron, for different temperatures in air at 1 bar.

calculated for the two cases of starting with only electrons
(Figures 14 – 15) and starting with only unstable negative
ions (Figure 16). As follows from the Figures, the critical
distance in both cases remains well below 1 mm. This means
the exponential form (44) used in analytical modeling is valid
for most typical applications.

According to Figure 15, the equivalent initial number of
electrons is close to one. This means the analytical form can
be used directly with the initial number of electrons (although
it is valid only after the critical distance xcrit). In case of
initiating avalanche from unstable negative ions (O−, O−

2 ),
the equivalent number of initiating electrons variates with
temperature and electric field but remains close to one in the
most critical field range (100-200 Td) according to Figure 16.

C. Temporal growth of electrons

Kinetic processes can be described by a reaction rate k that
is the number of reactions per unit time and per unit volume,
but historically Townsend coefficients α, η, δ, etc. — which
express the number of reactions per unit length covered by

 4000 K

Fig. 16. Equivalent ratio of initial electrons to use in the analytical form (44),
corresponding to initial unstable negative ion, for different temperatures in air
at 1 bar.

the electron in the direction of the electric field (considering
that the electron moves with the drift velocity ve) — are used.
Therefore the electrons swarm parameters can be expressed
either in terms of constant rates which describe the temporal
growth of the number of electrons, or in terms of Townsend
coefficients describing the spacial growth of the number of
electrons.

The same approach as presented previously can be used for
describing spacial growth of the number of electrons similar
to (2)

Ne(t) = N0 exp (keffNt) . (45)

The correspondence between the coefficients for spacial
growth and temporal growth is following

α ⇒ kion = αve/N (46)
η ⇒ katt = ηve/N (47)
ω ⇒ kconv = k23[O2] (48)

δun ⇒ kundet = k13
[O]

N
+ k21

[N2]

N
+ k22 (49)

δsn ⇒ ksndet = k13
[O]

N
(50)

The calculated in this way the effective ionization constant
rate keff , the critical time tcrit and the equivalent ratio of
initial electrons Neqiv

e /N0
e are presented in Figures 17 – 20.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Effects of electron detachment from negative ions created
by primary and secondary electron avalanches propagating
in a uniform electric field in air at different pressures and
temperatures, and its contribution into the effective ionization
rate are studied theoretically in this work.

Kinetics of detachment mechanisms of O−, O−
2 and, O−

3

ions in collisions with O atoms at elevated gas temperatures
and with N2 and O2 molecules at all gas temperatures is
presented. The values of effective ionization coefficient are
obtained and the validity of the method is analyzed. The
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Fig. 17. keff as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 1 bar. Numerical solution of complete set of processes
(37) – (40).
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Fig. 18. Critical time as a function of the reduced electric field for different
temperatures in air at 1 bar.
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Fig. 19. Equivalent ratio of initial electrons to use in the analytical form (45),
corresponding to initial electron, for different temperatures in air at 1 bar.

 5000 K

Fig. 20. Equivalent ratio of initial electrons to use in the analytical form (45),
corresponding to initial unstable negative ion, for different temperatures in air
at 1 bar.

same approach was used to obtain the coefficients describing
temporal growth of electrons and the corresponding results are
presented for different pressures in the range 0.1-10 bar and
300-5’000 K.

It is shown that electron detachment from negative ions
leads to non-zero effective ionization rates remarkably below
the critical field usually defined as α = η that can contribute
significantly to discharge inception threshold and behavior in
near- and below-critical electric fields.
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